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1.INTRODUCTION

This thesis aims to represent the adaptation of loanwords in the Croatian language on
the orthographic and semantic levels as well as to show the immense influence of English as a
global language on Croatian. The existence of global language aims to communicate globally
since nowadays, more than ever, the world is connected on different levels. Being a global
media of communication, i.e. lingua franca, English is used to name many new concepts,
ideas, and products. As a consequence, Anglicisms today exist in different discourses – mass
media, advertising, Internet, fashion, etc. Anglicisms have been widely

spreading into

European languages since the end of the Second World War.
Contacts among European languages and English occurred in the 17th and 18th
century. Examining foreign elements in certain European languages started with the growing
interest in lexicography and etymology of words, since creation of historical dictionaries
began (Filipović 1986:50). In the 20th century, English contributions to European languages
have become more numerous and even more interesting (Filipović 1982: 104). Moreover,
immigration to the USA resulted in contacts among English and European languages
(Filipović, 1986: 50). In both cases, English is a language donor and European languages are
recipient ones.
Owing to the possibilities of high technologies, transportation, and means of
communication, the world today can be called a global village. Therefore, new ideas and
products spread extraordinarily fast and every new notion is given a name. In the 1980s, the
linguist Galinsky (1991:195) found out that American neologisms required two to twentyeight years to be adapted into German. Nowadays, it seems like these transfers happen
rapidly, in a few minutes. Regarding the adoption of new foreign words, the receiving
languages react differently. Thus, some languages are very receptive to it while others hold to
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their purist tradition and translate most of the foreign elements. All in all, most languages
choose a middle ground and try to reach some sort of a compromise. As far as Croatian is
considered purist tendencies varied in force during different epochs. Therefore, with the
foundation of the Republic of Croatia, these tendencies particularly increased during the first
years. A significant number of Croatian words (pushed out by Serbo-Croatian being the
official language) were brought back to usage. Also, these tendencies opened the way to the
creation of new words (Muhvić-Dimanovski 2004:139-142).
The focus of this diploma is on Anglicisms in the Croatian political discourse on the
ortographic and semantic level. In order to show the contact between the English and the
Croatian language in the Croatian political discourse online newspapers portals such as
„Index“ (www.index.hr), “Jutarnji list” (www.jutarnji.hr),“Nacional” (www.nacional.hr),
“Globus” (www.jutarnji.hr/globus/)“Večernji list” (www.vecernji.hr ), are investigated.The
corpus of anglicisms includes 32 words, found in articles dating from 2016, 2017 and 2018.

2. METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURE
This thesis follows the methodology developed by Rudolf Filipović - a Croatian
linguist. He was the leader of the project titled “English element in the European languages“,
which served as a considerable improvement in the investigation of English loanwords. Also,
he is the editor of anEnglish-Croatian dictionary and author of many articles and books
including “Teorijajezika u kontaktu” and “Anglicizmi u hrvatskomilisrpskomjeziku”, which
are the most important sources in elaboration of this thesis. His scientific interest was in the
domain of contact linguistics, underlying the research focus of this diploma paper. Therefore,
first and foremost, in the chapters that follow, the historical overview of contact linguistics
and the phenomenon of linguistic borrowing will be discussed. Furthermore, the
methodological procedure of Rudolf Filipović is thoroughly represented so as to explain the
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ortographic and semantic analysis of the corpus of Anglicisms, 32 words in total, found in
Croatian magazines aforementioned.Afterwards, the last two chapters will fully explore
Anglicisms using an analysis atboth the orthographic and semantic levels.These analyses will
be accompanied by tabular representations showing the phonological forms and meanings of
words both from English (Cambridge/The Free dictionary) and Croatian (Anić’s
dictionary,Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika, Hrvatskijezični portal) as well as the
details about the newspaper articles used as sources.
2.1. AIMS AND GOALS
Showing the adaptation of Anglicisms in Croatian political discourse on the
ortographic and semantic level is the primary aim of this research, which is thoroughly
represented in the last two chapters. The thesis follows the methodology of linguist Rudolf
Filipović along with the theoretical background of contact linguistics.
The newspapers used as a source of Anglicisms are Jutarnji list, Večernji list, Globus,
Nacional and Index hr. Since all of these sources deal with relevant social and political topics
they were well suited for this research. They cover various fields such as politics, sports,
economy, and culture. To represent the phonological form and explain the meanings of words
from English, Cambridge DictionaryandThe Free Dictionary were used. As for Croatian,
Anić’s dictionary, Hrvatski jezični portal along with the websites Hrvatski jezični savjetnik
and Hrvatska enciklopedija were used to explain meanings from Croatian. Also, to
complement several meanings of words, Veliki rječnik hrvatskog standardnog jezik was used.
While reading the articles, the prevalence of foreign words used, not only from
English, was quite surprising, which provoked an additional interest inlanguage purism and
the manipulation of meaning in political discourse. Along with the subject of research of this
thesis, it would be interesting to see how those topics open a path to further insights and
perspectives in the fields of other social sciences, such as anthropology or sociolinguistics.
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As far as I am concerned, the analysis of anglicisms in Croatian political discourse is
still not thoroughly investigated, which was the main reason for choosing this topic.

2.2. A historical exploration of languages in contact
The „Theory of languages in Contact“ is based on the research conducted during the
twentieth century. The term languages in contact has become common since the publication
of the monography „Languages in Contact“ (1953) by Uriel Weinreich. The term languages in
contact has the broader definition than the term language borrowing. In his research, Filipović
(1986:17-18) observes that languages come in contact when: a) words or phrases of a giving
language transfer into receiving language – in the process of language borrowing; b) when a
non-native language speaker learns a foreign language. In both cases, there is linguistic
interference – deviation from the norm. Nowadays, the accepted and widely used term is
“Contact Linguistics“– a linguistics branch dealing with “bilingualism, language contacts,
language borrowing, language acquisition, language shift etc.“
The following chapter deals with the terminology and periodization as well as the
most significant researchers in the field of “Contact Linguistics“who are significant sources
usedthroughout the paper.

2.2.1 Terminology and periodization
“Contact Linguistics”– the interdisciplinary study whose goal is to “uncover the
various factors, both linguistic and sociocultural, that contribute to the linguistic consequences
of contact between speakers of different language varieties”(Winford 2005: 11). The term was
first put forth at the original “First World Congress on Language Contact and Conflict” in
Brussels, June 1979. A significant contribution to this field was the research of Haugen and
Weinreich.Together with more recent pioneers Thomason and Kaufman,theyput an emphasis
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on the importance of an interdisciplinary approach together with the refinement of the
terminology and descriptive framework used before (Winford 2005: 9).
The linguist Jovan Ajduković (2004: 9) presents the chronological and conceptual
periodization of the linguistics of language contacts, which are divided into five periods over
the last fifty years of the 20th century.
1) The first period is symbolized by works of Weinreich (1953) and Haugen (1950; 1953).
The linguists of this period are interested in language borrowing at several levels including
the “phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical“ (Ajduković 2004:9).
2) The second period (the 60s) is characterized by the research within a framework of
sociolinguistics. Labov states that the language contacts are examined as a “social
phenomenon” and language itself is a part of complex and dynamic processes of society
(Labov 1968: 240 qtd. in Ajduković 9). The linguists including Filipović, Kurtböke and
Mackey are especially keen about the universal theory of borrowing which would embrace the
structural and psychological mechanisms as well as integration problems.
3) The third period (the 70s) is symbolized by the necessity to establish the theory accepted
by linguists, sociologists, physiologists, and anthropologists in order to connect the “linguistic
and extralinguistic levels of analysis”, as stated by Di Pietro (Di Pietro 1970:16 qtd. in
Ajduković 9). Regarding the study of bilingualism, the focus shifted from the individual level
to the group political identities. The term interference is signified as obsolete (Haugen: 1970,
224), so instead the expression“transfer” is used. Nevertheless, the question of interference
becoming equal to borrowing is still not answered (Kurtböke 1998 qtd. in Ajduković 10).
4) In the fourth period (the 80s) the expression“Contact linguistics” is introduced (Nelde
1983:12 qtd. in Ajduković 10). Bilingualism is still widely investigated, together with its
development and disappearance. Special attention is placed on language loss, code-switching
and linguistic changes, especially amongimmigrants.
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5) In the fifth period (the 90s) the terms such as “code copying” (Johanson: 1992) and the
“matrix language framework model” (Myers-Scotton: 1993) are introduced. Regarding the
types of contact situations, some linguists such as Thomason (1995) state that language
contacts result from different social setting such as the situation of attack or stability.
Conversely, other linguists such as Kurtböke (1998) state that the intensive language contacts
can initiate language changes, which are especially influenced by religious and political
factors.
Simply put, language contact is “the use of two or more languages in the same location
at the same time”(Thomason 2001: 1). It is a phenomenon lasting for thousands of years,
almost certainly since the beginning of mankind. It exists everywhere and differs in intensity
(Thomason 2001: 6-8).
The theme of this paper - the presence of Anglicisms in the Croatian language presents
just one of the possible results of language contact. Other outcomes, as stated by Thomason
(2001:10) are following:
1)

“contact induced language changes (e.g. code-switching, code alternation)”

2)

“extreme language mixture (the result of which includes creoles, pidgins, and mixed

languages)”
3)

“language death (shift to another language or the death of speakers)”
Language contact most often results inthe change in one or all of the languages. The

most typicaloccurrenceof this influence involves the borrowing of words, which will be
further discussed. Bearing in mind, not only words are borrowed, but all aspects of language
structure –“morphology (word structure), syntax (sentence structure), phonology (sound
systems), and lexical semantics are borrowed in addition to words”(Thomason 2001:11).
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2.3. Language mixture
Regarding the phenomenon of language mixture, in the 19th century some linguists
differentiated the term language borrowing from the term language mixture, unlike others.
Generally, the unified attitude did not exist. Schuchardt (as cited in Filipović 1986: 20)
concludes that language mixture is an incomplete bilingualism and he does not differentiate
between the two terms. At that time, the terms language mixture and mixed languages were
used, later proved inappropriate. Many linguists such as Rask (1818) doubt the existence of
mixed languages stating that languages rarely change their structure due to the external
influence. Moreover, Schleicher completely negates the existence of mixed languages and
thinks of a language as a “natural organism” (as cited in Filipović 1986: 19). Furthermore,
Muller states that no nation or tribe was ever so isolated to resist the importation of foreign
words adding that languages can be mixed in their dictionary, but never in grammar (as cited
in Whitney 1881: 6). Although Whitney (1881:16) agrees with Muller about languages never
mixing their grammars, he states that by a secondary process grammatical mixture can
happen. Thereupon, Whitney (1881:14) concludes that when speakers of two languages, A
and B begin a contact, those languages do not emerge into the new AB language, but for some
time maintain their separate identities, slowly being modified. Then, we can call them A b and
B a. Finally, one of the languages proves to be more powerful.
One of the most important linguists dealing with the problems of language mixture is
Hermann Paul who thinks that mixture of languages is crucial for the life of a language.
According to Paul (1891:460-461), words are borrowed, firstly, to fill a gap in the vocabulary.
Secondly, borrowing can be a result of fashion and necessity. When transferred into language,
the word slowly spreads and its usage becomes common. Firstly, a limited group of people
uses it, then it becomes more and more common among other groups.
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Furthermore, another influential linguist of his time was Antoine Meillet is against the
term mixed languages, which he finds unsuitable because it „implies the idea of that language
could be a result of the mixing of two languages in equal conditions and that it can be told if
the language is the continuation of languageA or of language B“. Moreover, while Meillet
regards lexical borrowing to be very common, phonetical and grammatical are seen as
exceptions (qtd. In Filipović 1986:25). Another important linguist dealing with terminological
problems is Haugen, whose work will be discussed further.
According to Filipović (1986:26) language contact can be examined better if extralinguistic factors, along with linguistic ones are taken into consideration. Thus, a socialcultural context is of a major importance. As a result, linguists also need to consider results
from anthropology, sociology etc. One of the linguists who considered importance of
anthropologists, geographers, sociologists, psychologists and other scientists is Haugen
(1956). Einar Haugen (1950), in his work “The analysis of linguistic borrowing” casts away
the term “language mixture” and uses “linguistic borrowing”. Referring to Paul (1925) and
Meillet (1921) Haugen states that languages may switch rapidly, but “at any given moment
speaker speaks only one and resort to the other for assistance” (1950: 211). The introduction
of elements from one language into another represents an “alteration of the second language“,
not their mixture. The term mixture suggests “the creation of an entirely new entity and the
disappearance of both constituents; it also suggests a jumbling of a more or less haphazard
nature” (1950: 211).
In the works of the founders of contact linguistics and bilingualism in America and
Canada - Werner Leopold, Einar Haugen and Uriel Weinreich, the theory of languages in
contact starts from bilingualism and a speaker is “the locus of language contact” (Weinreich
1953:71). Conversely, Havranek (1964: 178) considers bilingualism as a specific case of a
contact and differentiates complete and partial bilingualism. He thinks that bilingualism needs
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to be limited to the group of speakers who have dual grammatical structures and words from
both languages (Filipović, 1986: 31). What attracted the most attention of linguists is the
phenomenon of interference which is “the rearrangement of patterns that result from the
introduction of foreign elements into the more highly structured domains of language, such as
the bulk of the phonemic system, a large part of the morpholody and syntax, and some areas
of the vocabulary” (Weinreich 1953:1) By introducing the term interference, the old term
interlingual influence got out of usage (Weinreich 1953 as cited in Filipović 1986:34).
Haugen (1953) differentiates 3 periods of adaptation of the donor language elements
within the recipient language according to generations and degree of bilingualism. Firstly,
there is a pre-lingual period, which corresponds to the term first generation, proposed by
Filipović. Here, the words show almost absolute“native substitution“, with irregular phonetic
results. In this case, an erratic substitution occurs, which means that some donor language
phonemes are not always substituted by the same phonemes in the recipient language.
Secondly, a period of adult bilingualism occurs, which corresponds to the Filipović’s term of
second generation. Here, the knowledge of a donor language increases and the degree of
bilingualism leads to the systematic substitution, which means that donor language phonemes
are replaced by the same phonemes of a recipient language. Also, a new phonemic
distribution occurs, which Haugen calls phonemic redistribution. The third period is of
childhood bilingualism in which phonemic importation occurs. Here, a bilingual speaker takes
in a loanword which in its phonetic form corresponds highest to the recipient language (as
cited in Filipović, 1986: 51-52).
Within the framework of Contact Linguistics, bilingualism and language contact are
the main topics of research. Nowadays, bilingualism is the basis of contact linguistics
research. Both Ajduković and Filipović (1986:34) define three research periods in the
development of theory of languages:
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1.“Language mixture and mixed languages“
2.“Language or linguistic borrowing“
3.“Languages in contact and language contact or contact of languages. “
2.3.1. Language borrowing
At the brink of 19th century, many linguists thought that bilingualism was a necessary
condition for language borrowing to occur. Paul (1891) states that a bilingual group is
necessary for language borrowing to occur. Schuchardt is one of the 19th century linguists
who opened the path to the modern theory of loanword investigation (as cited in Filipović
1986: 20). Furthermore, he states that a bilingual group creates conditions for language
mixing, as well as language borrowing. (as cited in Filipović 1986:26).
According to Filipović (1986: 50) the process of language borrowing should be
viewed as having two types. The first is the intermediary borrowing which requires an
intermediary through which a recipient and a donor language get in contact. The second type
is the direct borrowing in which contact between two languages is achieved directly. This
contact occurs and it is realized in a bilingual speaker. Here, the donor language is a
dominant, prestige language. Another difference is that intermediary borrowing does not
cover the whole system of languages in contact, but only the parts of words. Conversely,
direct borrowing is realized in whole words, phrases, sentences, discourses, etc. These
language contacts are more intense and more comprehensive (Filipović 1986: 51-52). The
relation “direct – intermediary“ is one of the crucial principles of the contact linguistics theory
and the basis for analysis of language borrowing. Intermediary media can be a written word
(e.g. newspapers) or a spoken word (radio, television, etc.) (Filipović 1986: 54).
Another important linguist dealing with language borrowing is Haugen who explains that
borrowing is “the attempted reproduction in one language or patterns previously found in
another” (1950:212). He proposes the following terminology of language borrowing:
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1) Loanword – The meaning and its phonetic shape are imported, with exchange of
native phonemes. Sometimes, hybrid is the term which is used totell apart loanwords
when “a part of the phonemic shape is imported”, but the rest is of native origin. They
show “morphemic importation without substitution”. Morphemic substitution can be
none, partial or complete. It operates independently of the phonemic substitution.
“Complete morphemic substitution precludes phonemic substitution, but within the
morphemic importation there may be a division into more or less phonemic
substitution “(Haugen: 1950: 214). The simplest and most common phonetic
substitution is the one of a native using sound sequence to imitate a foreign one.
Complete substitution is typical of native language learners and is heard as a “foreign
accent” (Haugen, 1950:215).
2) Loan translation (calque) – the meaning is imported and the substitution of phonemic
shape is complete. Here, morphemic substitution is complete.
3) Loanblends – show both, morphemic substitution and importation. They are classified
as: “blended stem” (where the suffix itself is meaningless), “blended derivative”
(native suffixes are substituted for the foreign), “blended compounds” (the largest
class of stems).
4) Loanshifts – show “morphemic substitution without importation”. The term “shifts”
include all modifications that are not exactly grammaticalorphonological.They include
loan translations and semantic loans. When a newly derived meaning of a word has
little to do with the old one, it is called a “loan homonym”, while a semantic overlay
between the old and novel meanings, shows the existence of a “loan synonym”. They
can be distinguished into “semantic displacements”, in which “native terms are
applied to novel cultural phenomena that are roughly similar to something culture, and
semantic confusions, in which native distinctions are obliterated through the influence
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of partial interlingual synonymity” (Haugen: 1950:219). In addition, loan translations
show complete native substitution. Mostly, loanshifts occur if there is a semantic and
phonetic similarity between native and foreign terms. “Analogues”areinterlingually
similar terms, with “homophones” showing the phonetic resemblance and
“homologues” showing the semantic one. (Haugen: 1950:220).
In addition, American linguist Bloomfield (1933:444-461), among other types of
borrowing, also discussed “cultural borrowing” (when elements that have been
borrowedare fromthe same area of speech), “dialectal borrowing” (when borrowed
elements are transferred from one dialect to another) and “intimate borrowing” (intensive
contact, one-sided, occurs when two languages are spoken in a single community).
According to him, borrowing occurs through the process of cultural diffusion (in which
the words as well as objects, ideas, customs are transferred from one nation to another).
While cultural borrowing is “mutual”, intimate borrowing is “one-sided”, in which case
there is an upper and lower language. Usually, it is the upper, dominant language which
borrows words to the lower language (1933:461).

2.3.2. Anglicisms
This chapter deals with the definition and classification of the term Anglicism.
Languages often need new words in order to name new objects, ideas or terms. These gaps in
vocabulary can be filled by a) the formation of new words by existing elements, b) language
borrowing, and c) changed or added meaning of the word which already exists. By borrowing,
which is the most common and simplest way, new words are integrated and adapted into the
recipient language as loanwords which fill the gaps in vocabulary (Filipović, 1990: 15).
This brings us to the definition of the term Anglicism. Although it seems trivial, some
difficulties and obscurities while determining the term may occur. Firstly, words of Anglo-
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Saxon origin can be classified as Anglicisms. Secondly, since many English words are of
Roman origin (over 50 %) it might be difficult to determine whether the word is an Anglicism
or Romanism. Thirdly, there are neologisms formed from Greek and Latin elements, such as
gravitation or anode. Furthermore, the intermediary language can represent a problem as well.
After SecondWorld War, Anglicisms were directly transferred into Croatian, as well as in
many other languages. In the period before, anglicisms were transferred via intermediary
languages (German and French mostly) (Sočanac, 1994: 225 -226).
In his work (1990:17) provided a new, expanded definition stating that “Anglicism is
every word borrowed from English language; it does not have to be of an English origin, but
it has to be adapted according to the English language system and integrated into English
vocabulary.”
Moreover, in all European languages secondary adaptation brings Pseudoanglicisms,
words formed from English elements and appearing to be English, but do not exist as English
words. Thus, they are called secondary anglicisms. They are formed by:
a) composition – the first element is Anglicism, another is man (e.g. golman)
b) derivation –Anglicism + suffix -er(e.g.kombajner etc.)
c) ellipsis – by deleting a suffix -ing (e.g. happy ending – hepi end)
The analysis of corpus of the project “English element in the European languages”
shows that gaps in the vocabulary can be filled equally well by Anglicisms as well as
Pseudoanglicisms. While Anglicisms are mostly used by elderly speakers, younger speakers
use Pseudoanglicisms (Filipović, 1986: 193-194).
Finally, the question that imposes itself is that of purism and language borrowing. On
the one hand, uncritical borrowing of foreign words needs to be stopped. On the other hand,
borrowing exists in all languages and complete “purity” of a language can only exist in
isolated communities, which, nowadays, is impossible. Moreover, borrowing can serve as a
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means of enriching a language and foreign words for which equivalents do not exist should be
borrowed (Sočanac, 1994: 227).

2.4. Rudolf Filipović’s research and metholodogy
Rudolf Filipović is the originator of Contact linguistics in Croatia. Contact linguistics
examines language contacts both in theory and practice. His and his cooworkers research
conclusions are based on the results of research of contacts among English and European
languages in Europe and the USA (Filipović, 1986:54). In his article he notes his research
incentive an interest in the English element in the Serbo-Croatian language as well as his wish
to contribute to the history of English words on the continent (1982:104).
Filipović (1986:53) classifies the analysis of the process of borrowing and adaptation
on four levels:„the phonological, morphological, semantic and lexical level“, which will be
discussed in the following chapters. Filipović's(1990: 24) approach to the study of Anglicisms
is the following:
a) “the origin of Anglicisms i.e. the original English word”
b) “development of English word i.e. how a model becomes a replica”
c) “the meaning of a loanword i.e. the relation between the two meanings”
The division into a primary and secondary adaptation is what makes the work of
Filipović so innovative. According to this division, changes are called primary and secondary.
Primary changes are typical of a bilingual speaker, unstable and susceptible to different
influences. On the contrary, secondary changes are constant and typical of a monolingual
speaker and his language. If a change occurs it develops slowly and it is in accordance with
the recipient language tendencies (Filipović 1986: 57).
The simplest linguistic influence is realized when the donor language element – model
is transferred into the recipient language. This is the beginning of a language borrowing
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controlled by two basic language operations: substitution and importation. Since the
adaptation of the model has different levels, a great number of changes occur. All of them
need to be analyzed, classified and defined to get a broad picture of the process of adaptation.
The changes can be classified as:
a) changes of replica until the integration
b) changes of replica after the integration
(Filipović 1986: 55-56).
There are three main stages of a foreign word being accepted into a receiving
language: 1) the word may preserve its original pronunciation, its use is restricted to
bilinguals
2) the adaptation begins and it may get rid of foreign phonemes, but it preserves a great
combination of foreign phonemic combinations and its native accentual peculiarities, which
we call a foreign loanword due to its phonemic structure.
3) if the word is widely used, the process of adaptation continues – it loses foreign phonemic
combinations and it is conformed to the native accentual system (Filipović 1960:80).
Furthermore, primary and secondary adaptation includetwo elements: chronological
and qualitative, which enables a more precise analysis of the changes. Chronologically
speaking, primary happens before secondary adaptation. The qualitative element is more
important since it serves as a model to classify the changes from the process of adaptation
(Filipović, 1986: 55-57). It is important to emphasise that they cannot be applied separately.
Considering them chronologically, in the first period the word is entering and integrating the
systems of the the borrowing language, whilst in the second, the word is integrated and goes
through additional adaptation processes typical for native words in the borrowing language.
The first period is equal to compromise replica. The changes that the words go through this
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period of adaptation are called primary. During the second period, the borrowed word is
called a loanword and all the changes it goes through secondary (1977: 118).

2.5 English element in Croatian
As it is already mentioned, contacts between English and Croatian increased after
World War II. At that time, the project „English element in the Croatian language“ began. A
distinguished member among the first of the Anglo-linguists was Rudolf Filipović. He had
two

important

publications

in

1986

and

1990,

previously

mentioned.

These

publicationsshowhow language contact theory could be applied to English loanwords
collected in the Croatian language (Nikolić-Hoyt 2005: 179). Nowadays, English is widely
used in the fields of economy and technology, but less in the field of culture (2005:180).
According to Sočanac and Nikolić-Hoyt (2006) English in Croatia is used not only for
“international public communication and terminology“, but also for “intranational
conversational communication“. Position and influence of English in Croatia nowadays (as
well as the rest of the world) is not the result of historical or political circumstances but
different sociolinguistics and non-linguistic reasons, such as the prestigious position and
global character of English language and culture:
As scholars note (Gorlach qtd. in Nikolić-Hoyt 50), “English, which imported
thousands of words from French and Latin (mainly after 1066), is now by far the world’s
biggest lexical exporter, and the trade is growing as English continues to dominate various
fields ranging from pop music to electronic communication. Several countries have monitored
the inflow of anglicisms and some have tried to block it. But language, as lexicographers have
always found (…) respects neither boundary nor law“.
This influence on the Croatian language is usually caused by cultural, civilizational,
scientific and technological reasons i.e. by the necessity to name new words and notions. In
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addition, the English language is connected to the prestige as well as a modern and more
successful style of life (Nikolić-Hoyt 2003:51). The growing presence of English words is
characteristic of global teenagers as the most active initiators of language changes
Interestingly, English is the dominant language of young people, which serves them as a
developer of their thoughts and feelings, ever since World War II (Sočanac and Nikolić-Hoyt
2006). Furthermore, a dominant position of the English language learning, which begins at
kindergartens andat other institutions for language education facilitated the spread of English
words (Nikolić – Hoyt 181-182).
Purists concerned about the “anglophonisation of the Croatian language“ intent to
reduce the influx of Anglicisms or fight against the influence of English. Regarding the
Croatian purist tradition, it has indeed always been quite strong, although it does not have
legal support and it is limited to linguistic circles and debates. Notwithstanding the resistance,
the overall attitude regarding the usage of Anglicisms in Croatian is fairly positive. Because
of the English influence, some structures in Croatian started to change “native patterns of
syntactic forms“, especially noun phrases such as internet bankarstvo instead of
internetskobankarstvo (Sočanac and Nikolić-Hoyt 2006). Anglicism in Croatian are widely
spread, especially in the following thematic fields: modern technology and the Internet,
sports and recreation, fashion, cosmetics, health etc. (Nikolić-Hoyt 2003:51).

2.6.Linguistic influence
In his work, Teorijajezika, Filipović (1986: 38) stated that the simplest form of the
linguistic influence occurs when “a simple element X ”gets transferred from the donor
language (LD) into the context of the recipient language (LR). The transfer of “the element
X”shows the“interference” between the two languages. The element X is called “model”, and
the borrowed element pronounced by the recipient language speakers is called “replica”.
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Occasionally, it is difficult to determine when exactly the element X was transferred into
another language. If, during this process, the element X keeps some characteristics of the
donor language, then that form is called compromise replica. Furthermore, there is “a social
dimension”, that is, the replica must be taken also by other speakers, which shows the
transition from speech – parole into language – langue.
During this process we can differentiate the following types of diffusion or borrowing:
1. “switching“ – alternate usage of two languages by bilingual speakers and usage of nonassimilated words
2. “interference“ – occurs when “overlapping of two languages happens”
3. “integration“ – the stage in which a foreign element is a “completely adapted loanword.”

3. CORPUS AND SOURCES
Following the theoretical background, this chapter will represent the corpus of
Anglicisms found in magazinesJutarnji list,Večernji list, Globus, Nacional and Index
hr.Articles are chosen randomly throughout the years 2016, 2017 and 2018. Articles mostly
represent interviews with politicians and political commentaries. The total number of
Anglicisms found is 32, the largest number of which are found in Jutarnji list and Večernji
list, which are Croatian daily newspapers. Furthermore, Globus and Nacional are weekly
news magazines and Index.hr. is an online news website.It is important to emphasize that
while doing the research, a large number of Anglicisms were found to be a part of Croatian
political discourse. Those words were used by the authors of the articles and political
analystsas well as politiciansthemselves in their speeches or interviews (e.g. koncern,biznis
etc.) However, since the primary usage of those Anglicims was not linked to politics, but to
economics, media, fashion etc., they are not represented in this thesis.
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The subsequent chapters will represent athorough analysis of the Anglicims on the
ortographic and semantic levels as well as their usage in Croatian political discourse.The
following table represents the corpus of Anglicisms in Croatian political discourse and
itconsists of English model, Croatian replica, article author, publication date and web source
of the article. Anglicisms are listed in the alphabetical order.
Table 1: Corpus of Anglicisms in Croatian

MODEL

REPLICA

AUTHOR OF THE LINK
ARTICLE/DATE
OF PUBLICATION

BOYCOTT

BÒJKOT

Robert
/22.10.2017.

Bajruši https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sd
p-ide-na-bojkotsabora-a-potom-narusenje-marica-imartinedalic/6669138/
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BLUFF

BLȄF

Ivan Hrstić /20.09. https://www.vecernji
2018.

.hr/premium/plenkov
ic-i-penava-igrajubajku-o-dobromkralju-1271057

BRIEFING

BRÌFING

Jutarnji hr.

https://www.jutarnji.

26.10.2017.

hr/vijesti/hrvatska/pl
enkovic-oporba-zelidestabiliziratiprocesrestrukturiranjaagrokora-a-cini-mise-da-predsjednicanije-dovoljnoupucena-udosje/6688761/

BYPASS

BYPASS (BȀJPAS)

Nino

https://www.jutarnji.

Đula/06.10.2016.

hr/komentari/zabora
vite-stvaranjedugorocne-i-mocnereformske-vladeotkrivamo-pravirazlog-zbog-kojeg-
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plenkovic-prvidogovor-silno-zelisklopiti-bas-spetrovom/5109095/

CLINCH

KLȈNČ

Marko

Biočina https://www.jutarnji.

/13.08.2016.

hr/komentari/koment
ar-jutarnjegmilanovic-ulazio-uklinc-a-plenkovicudarao-sdistance/4611038/

COMPATIBLE

KȌMPATIBĪLAN

Mirela

https://www.jutarnji.

Lilek/07.10.2017.

hr/vijesti/obrazovanj
e/kako-je-zlatkohasanbegovic-radiona-jokicevojkurikularnojreformizaboravljenapovijest-omiljenogpovjesnicara-
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hrvatske-politickedesnice/6623361/

CONFERENCE

KONFERÈNCIJA

Lucija

https://www.jutarnji.

Vranković/24.01.201 hr/biznis/tvrtke/vide
7.

o-foto-novaenergetskastrategijapredsjednicakolinda-grabarkitarovic-iznijela-5kljucnih-smjernicaza-energetskubuducnosthrvatske/5546531/

CONGRESSMAN

KÒNGRESMEN

Jutarnjihr./

https://www.jutarnji.

10.02.2017.

hr/vijesti/svijet/amer
icki-kongresmendosao-u-albaniju-papoceo-pricati-oprekrajanju-granica-
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na-balkanumakedonija-nijedrzava-to-je-propaliprojekt/5614219/

DESK

DȄSK

Hina/14.06.2017

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/so
kantno-otkrice-nasudenju-bivsemslovenskompremijeru-slovenskaobavjestajna-sluzbasnimala-je-sustavnosve-telefonskerazgovore-sasanaderom/6239306/

ENGINEERING

INŽENJÈRING

Ivanka Toma/
06.05.2018

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sd
p-ovci-usli-uotvoreni-rat-zazagreb-pljusteoptuzbe-za-izborniinzenjering-i-
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manipulacijuclanarinamabernardic-namjestaizbore-za-svogcovjeka/7322298/

ESTABLISHMENT

ESTÀBLĪŠMENT

Viktor

https://www.jutarnji.

Vresnik/28.01.2017.

hr/vijesti/hrvatska/po
liticki-fenomenkako-i-zasto-je-zivizid-postao-trecanajpopularnijastranka-vrijeme-jeda-se-zabrinemopernar-i-drustvo-cei-daljerasti/5562975/

EXPRESS

ÈKSPRESNO

HINA/31.08.2017.

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/pr
ocurio-vladin-planza-ekspresnomicanje-ustaskogpoklica-izjasenovca-temelj-za-
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uklanjanje-natpisabit-ce-proglasenjejasenovca-mjestompijeteta/6508876/

FAIR

FȆR

HINA/24.05.2017.

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/da
lic-ocekuje-dabanke-regresnunaplatu-mjenica-neprovodeprisilno/6123242/

IMAGE

ÌMIDŽ

Ivanka

https://www.jutarnji.

Toma/24.03.2017.

hr/komentari/bernard
ic-ostaje-na-celusdp-a-ali-sto-akohns-postane-liderljevice/5806715/
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INTERVIEW

INTÈRVJŪ

Goran

https://www.jutarnji.

Penić/16.07.2016.

hr/vijesti/zasto-novilist-nije-objaviointervju-s-bozompetrovom-sto-je-topetrov-rekao-papovukao.../4535129/

LEADER

LÍDER

N.R./ 25.05.2018.

https://www.vecernji
.hr/premium/hoce-liitko-kukuriknuti-uciboni-1247685

LOBBY

LȌBI

Tea

Romić/

02.2018

16. https://www.vecernji
.hr/vijesti/hrasthrvoje-zekanoviclgbtiq-odjelknjiznice-gay-lobinametanjeideologije-1226782
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MEETING

MÌTING

Nino

https://www.index.hr

Raspudić/18.4.2018.

/vijesti/clanak/je-liovo-bio-najglupljidiplomatskiskandal/1039574.asp
x

PARTNER

PȀRTNER

Vanja

Nezirović/ https://www.jutarnji.

30.04.2017.

hr/vijesti/hrvatska/m
ost-je-izvrsiosamoubojstvo-bivsisavjetnik-petrovahdz-most-nece-uzetitreci-put-sdp-ganece-htjeti-probatiprvi-put-a-zaoporbu-jenesposoban/5981211
/

RATING

RÉJTING

Milan
11.05.2018

Ivkošić/ https://www.vecernji
.hr/premium/plenkov
ic-na-htv-udobrodoslapromocija-zbogpada-rejtinga-
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1244581

ROUND

RȔNDA

Hina/ 04.10.2016.

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/za
vrsila-i-peta-rundapregovora-hdz-a-imosta-ali-dogovorajos-nema-plenkovicnajavio-novisastanak-nada-se-dace-do-ponedjeljkabiti-svegotovo/5019320/

SLOGAN

SLÒGĀN

Marko
08.11.2018.

Biočina/ https://www.jutarnji.
hr/komentari/spasimilana-osudi-dalijubranitelji-su-napalidaliju-oreskoviczato-sto-je-navodnorekla-da-su-oni-
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metastaza-problemje-sto-ona-to-nijeizjavila/8031509/

SPEAKER

SPȈKER

Dražen

Ćurić/ https://www.vecernji

09.06.2016.

.hr/premium/tudman
-je-okupljao-ljude-ikontroliraoekstremiste-akaramarko-samoizaziva-novepodjele-1090711

SPIN (DOCTOR)

SPȈN

Hina/16.05.2017.

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/vijesti/hrvatska/gr
moja-hdz-ovetvrdnje-da-je-mostza-ukidanjedubrovackoneretvanskezupanije-klasicni-suspin-prijeizbora/6073729/
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START

STȀRT

Ivica
23.05.2018.

Beti/ https://www.vecernji
.hr/vijesti/horvatnikad-me-nitkonece-navesti-dakazem-bilo-stoprotiv-karamarka1247201

SUMMIT

SÀMIT

Augustin
06.01.2018.

Palokaj/ https://www.jutarnji.
hr/globus/Globuspolitika/junckerporucuje-srbiji-ihrvatskoj-necemouvoziti-vasegranicne-sporoverijesite-ihsami/6907947/

TIMING

TÀJMING

Jutarnji.hr/

https://www.jutarnji.

13.09.2018.

hr/vijesti/hrvatska/da
rko-milinovic-natwitteru-se-rugaoplenkovicu-mojkrivi-tajmingpenavin-krivitajming-evo-ibranitelji-u-krivom-
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tajmingu-kad-jepravi/7824918/

TREND

TRȄND

Hina/07.05.2017.

https://www.jutarnji.
hr/globus/Globuspolitika/petrov-jenepristojanosporava-vodstvohdz-a-i-sdp-a-akako-je-uopce-ondosao-na-celomosta/4518740/
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TRIGGER

TRIGER

Željka

https://www.jutarnji.

Godeč/27.05.2016.

hr/vijesti/hrvatska/m
artinovic-ostaje-uzkaramarkapridruzuju-mu-selovrinovic-imisic/4109322/

4. ANALYSIS OF ANGLICISMS ON THE ORTHOGRAPHIC LEVEL
This chapter will represent the orthographic adaptation of anglicisms, along with
examples of anglicisms from Croatian political discourse found in the following newspapers
such as “Jutarnji list” (https://www.jutarnji.hr/), “Večernji list” (https://www.vecernji.hr/),
“Nacional”, (https://www.nacional.hr/), “Globus” (https://www.jutarnji.hr/globus/), and
“Index” (https://www.index.hr/).
According to Filipović (1983: 74) the phonological form of an Anglicism is indicated
by four indices a, b, c or d following “the pronunciation of the English model, its spelling,
both pronunciation and spelling or is modified by an intermediary language“.
Nikolić-Hoyt (2000: 158) writes about the discrepancy between the number and the
relation between English and Croatian graphemes and phonemes, while English phonemes
cannot always be easily replaced by corresponding Croatian graphemes. In other words,
English phonological system has 44 phonemes (20 vowel phonemes and 24 consonant
phonemes). They are represented by 26 graphemes of English alphabet, which means that one
English grapheme can represent more than one phoneme. In contrast, Croatian has 30
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phonemes (5 vowel phonemes and 25 consonant phonemes), which are represented by 30
graphemes.

4.1. Ortographic adaptation according to the pronunciation of the model
Filipović (2005: 16) notes that the orthography of the anglicism according to the
pronunciation of the model is formed in a way that English phonemes are represented by the
graphemes of the recipient language.
This analysis is based on defining the graphemes of the recipient language which
could represent the phonemes of the donor language. Thus, there are five English vowel
phonemes
/i:/, /e/, /Ʌ/, /ɔ:/, /u:/ and 16 consonant phonemes /b/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /f/, /v/, /l/, /h/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/,
/ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ /, /j/, /r/ in the first group. Since they have corresponding phonemes in Croatian,
they are represented by Croatian graphemes: 〈i〉, 〈e〉, 〈a〉, 〈o〉,〈u〉 and 〈b〉,〈g〉, 〈m〉, 〈n〉, 〈f〉, 〈v〉,
〈l〉, 〈h〉, 〈s〉, 〈z〉,〈š〉,〈ž〉,〈č〉, 〈dž〉, 〈j〉,〈r〉, 〈a〉.
In the second group, five English vowel phonemes /ɪ/, /æ/, /a:/, /ɒ/, /ʊ/ are represented
by orthographic equivalents in Croatian: i〉, e〉,a〉, o〉, u〉. Four English consonant phonemes
/p/, /t/, /d/, /k/ are represented by Croatian graphemes〈p〉, 〈t〉, 〈d〉, 〈k〉 (Nikolić-Hoyt 2005:158159).
Regarding the third group, the orthography of Anglicisms is based on the orthography
of the model or some sociolinguistic factors (Filipović, 2005: 21). Eight englishdipthongs are
replaced by monosyllabic clustersin Croatian: eng. /eɪ/ >cro. ej, eng. /aɪ/ > cro. aj, eng. /ɔɪ/ >
cro. oj (e.g. eng.play-off/plej-of/ >cro.plej-of, eng.nylon /naɪlɒn/ >cro. najlon,cro. boy /bɔj/
>cro.boj). Furthermore, they can also be replaced by bisyllabic clusters: eng. /aʊ/ >cro. 〈〈au〉〉.
For example (e.g. eng.foul /faʊl/ >cro. faul). As Filipović noted (2005: 22), /aʊ/ can also be
represented as 〈〈ov〉〉 (cowboy – kovboj) . Reduction of English dipthongs into Croatian
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monophtongs is also possible. For example, /ǝʊ/, /iǝ/, /eǝ/, /ʊǝ/ can be represented as 〈o〉(e.g.
goal – gol), 〈i〉 (clearing – kliring), 〈e〉(fair – fer) and〈p〉(puritan – puritan.
Finally, four english consonant phonemes /Ɵ/, /ð/, /ŋ/, /w/ are represented by Croatian
graphemes 〈t〉, 〈d〉, 〈ng〉,〈v〉. (e.g. eng.farthing /'fa:ðiŋ/ > cro. farding, eng.whiskey /wɪskɪ/ >
cro. viski(Nikolić – Hoyt 2000: 159).

4.2. Orthographic adaptation according to the orthography of the model
Filipović (1990: 29) states that a significant number of anglicisms are transferred to
Croatian by orthography and it is common that while forming the replica, the advantage is
given to the orthography. In his work Filipović (1986: 57) emphasizes this as one of the basic
principles.
Commonly,the orthography always had a preference when forming the basic model of
a loanword. On the contrary,recently, English loanwords keep their original orthographic
from due to the prestigious influence of English language and the raising number of speakers
as a foreign language (Nikolić-Hoyt 2005:190). For an anglicism to be adapted according to
the orthography of the model ”the principle grapheme by grapheme“is usually used. However,
alphabets of Croatian and English are not completely the same, so graphemes q, w, x, y which
do not exist in Croatian alphabet are replaced by other graphemes. Moreover, Croatian
graphemes which are not replaced by English ones are ć, đ, nj, lj. English vowel graphemes i,
e, a, o, u are replaced by Croatian graphemes i, e, a, o, u.English consonant graphemes are
replaced by the following: b >b, c > c, d > d, f > f, g > g, h > h, j > j, k > k, l > l, m > m, n >
n, p > p, r > r, s > s, t > t, v > v.However, if there are double consonants in the orthography of
the English model they are replaced by single grapheme. For example: bb > b, mm > m, tt> t
(Nikolić – Hoyt 159-160). However, some new examples of loanwords keep the double
consonants (e.g. fitness) (Nikolić-Hoyt 2005:191).
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4.3. Combination of the orthography and pronunciation of the model
As it is already noted, in this adaptation, the first part of an Anglicism is formed
according to the pronunciation, another according to the orthography of the model, or vice
versa. According to Filipović (1986: 57) this is the most common category whileAnglicisms
with retained original orthography but adapted pronunciation are part of it.This type of
formation is distinguished from the one where the original orthography is preserved (e.g.
back-up) (Nikolić-Hoyt: 191).

4.5. Word formation under an influence of the intermediary language
In his work Teorijajezika, Filipović (1986: 190) explains that some final explanations
of the adaptation cannot be shown if we do not determine the influence of the language which
played an intermediary role in the transfer of the model into the recipient language or even in
the adaptation of the model into compromise replica and replica. Furthermore, Muhvić –
Dimanovski (1996: 457) states that intermediary language can affect the choice and
adaptation of a borrowing. The influence of the intermediary language sometimes can be
present at only one level, but it is usually seen on several levels at the same time. The more
levels it can be seen on, the more probable the influence of the intermediary language –
although this criterium is not completely reliable (Muhvić-Dimanovski 1996:459).
The most prevalent languages in this process of borrowing are German and French.
Filipović marks them as “first class intermediary languages”, since they had a major
significance in the transmission of English words into European and other languages (1986:
190). To determine a role of an intermediary language in the borrowing process, the way in
which loanwords transmit from one language into another has to be shown. Sometimes, the
third language may be involved. The analysis shows that sometimes, it is impossible to
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explain the origin of the pronunciation of certain borrowings, if an intermediary language
along with its influence is not determined. Since German had an important role in Central
Europe (because of the political situation) the existence of alarge number of German
borrowings is not so surprising. After losing its influence and with English becoming a new
dominant world language, German became an intermediary language. Its influence can be
seen from these examples: strike /Straɪk/ > ger. Streik /ʃtraik/ >cro. štrajk(Nikolić Hoyt 2000:
160).
Muhvić – Dimanovski in her article (1996: 462)discussed the complexity of this
process by showing how the origin of a borrowing can be showed as English in one and
German in another dictionary. Some of the authors claim that the first possible intermediary
language is the most important, conversely, others think that the origin has to be linked to the
last one. Also, some of the authors, when explaining origin, put two or more possible
languages. The author (1996: 458) says that in the past, German language along with Italian
had a very important role. There has always been a strong economic cooperation between
Germany and Croatia and nowadays, many people move and look for a job there. All of these
reasons represent a sociolinguistic background which favors language contacts. As Filipović
(1986:94) noted, German as an intermediary language has been discovered in adaptations
such as consonantal groups šp, št or forms such as blef and beterflaj.Regarding Italian and
French as intermediary languages, Filipović states (1990: 95-96) that it is difficult to
determine and identify their influence.
For the time being, this type of borrowing ishighly unusual since contacts among
English, German and Croatian are “direct“ (Nikolić-Hoyt 2005: 192).
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4.6. Orthographic analysis of the corpus of Anglicisms in Croatian

Table 2. Orthographic analysis of corpus of Anglicisms in Croatian

Model

Pronunciation

Orthography

Combination of Intermediary
orthography and language
pronunciation

bluff /blʌf/

blȅf
engl. bluff ←
dutch

boycott /bɔɪkɑt/ bòjkot
Briefing

brìfing

bypass /'baıpa:s/

bȁjpas

clinch /klɪntʃ/

klȉnč

desk /dɛsk/

dȅsk
estàblīšment

establishment
/ɛstæblɪʃmənt/

inženjèring

engineering
/ˌen.dʒɪˈnɪə.rɪŋ/
express /ɛkprɛs/

ekspresno

fair /fɛr/

fȇr

image /ımıdʒ/

imidž

interview

intèrvjū

/ˈɪn.tə.vjuː/
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conference

konferèncija

/kɑnfərəns/

ger. Konferenz

kongressman

kòngresmen

/kɑŋgrɪsmən/
kȍmpatibīlan

compatible
/kəmpætəbəl/
leader /lidər/
lobby /lɑbi /

Líder
lȍbi

lobbyist /lɑbiɪst/ lòbist
meeting /mitɪŋ/

Mìting

partner /pɑrtnər/

pȁrtner

rating

Réjting

round /raʊnd/

rȕnda
germ. runde

slogan /sloʊgən/

slògān

speaker /ˈspiːkə-

spȉker

ər/
Spin

spȉn

start /stɑrt/

stȁrt

summit /sʌmɪt/

sàmit

team /tiːm/

tȋm

timing /ˈtaɪ.mɪŋ/
trend /trɛnd/
trigger /ˈtrɪɡər/

Tàjming
trȅnd
Triger
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Orthographic analysis of Anglicisms in Croatian will be represented in the table
below. The table represents models and four levels of adaptation, that is, pronunciation,
orthography, combination of orthography and pronunciation and intermediary language.
4.7. Discussion about the analysis on the ortographic level
It can be concluded that the biggest number of Anglicisms are adapted according to
the combination of orthography and pronunciation. Furthermore, a great number of them is
adapted according to the orthography, which is not surprising since many Anglicisms from
the older period were transmitted in written. On the one hand, to be in accordance with the
standard norm, a basic form of an Anglicisms is the one adapted most into the system of the
recipient language. On the contrary, due to prestigious influence of English language and
culture, many of them keep their original orthography and pronunciation as Nikolić-Hoyt
(2005: 191) states. In addition, there are differences in orthography of the two languages: the
orthography of Croatian relies on pronunciation, while the orthography of English is based on
etymology of words. So, for instance, graphemes 〈q〉, 〈w〉, 〈x〉, 〈y〉are replaced by those most
similar in pronunciation (Filipović, 1990: 56). Regarding the word formation according to
pronunciation, phonological levels of Croatian and English should be taken into
consideration. Thus, phonemes in the English language are substituted with the most similar
phonemes in the Croatian language. Only two Anglicisms (runda and blef) are adapted
through the influence of an intermediary language (German), which is not surprising since, as
stated previously, contacts among English, German and Croatian are nowadays frequent and
direct.

5. SEMANTIC ADAPTATION
In this part, semantic adaptation will be discussed accompanied with examples from
the articles from these newspapers: Jutarnji list, Večernji list, Nacional, Globus and
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Index.Cambridge dictionary along with The Free Dictionary were used to explain meanings
from

English.Anić’s

dictionary

as

well

as

Hrvatskijezični

portalalong

with

Hrvatskijezičnisavjetnik and Hrvatska enciklopedijawere used to explain meanings from
Croatian. In addition, Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika was also used to complement
several meanings.
Nowadays, the influence of English is becoming more and more widespread. As
Nikolić – Hoyt stated English is an “international language used in many important areas of
communication including diplomacy, technology, science, sports, advertisements, and the
internet” (2003: 169). Despite purist tendencies of a standard norm, Croatian language cannot
be excluded from the influence of English language, which started in the 19th century and
after World War II, contacts between these two languages became even stronger, when
studies of English elements in Croatian began (2003: 169-170). The author implies on agreat
number of “unintegrated and internationalized English words”, while stating that major part of
her corpus consists of foreign words – “ad hoc borrowings”, which are written as originals
and not adjusted to the recipient language. Therefore, they are not real Anglicisms. (2003:
171).

5.1. Theoryof semantic change
In order to define semantic borrowing Filipović(1986:155) quotes a linguist Louis
Deroy (1956:93) who stated that semantic borrowing includes not only words, but
morphemes, phonemes and parts of words. Also, new meanings can be added to the old ones.
Regarding the latter, Ullmann (1962:165) added that if the contact between languages (one
being role model to the other) is extremely strong, this phenomenon is pretty common.
Regarding the similarity between old and new word meanings, Haugen (1950:171)
differentiates between homonym loans – “if the new meaning has nothing in common with
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the old” and synonym loans – “if a new shade of meaning is added to the native morphemes”.
Furthermore, Hope (1962:127) accepts the existence of homonym loans but suggests that
synonym loans should be understood as polysemy. For him, polysemy is unstable and relative
in comparison with homonymy, which makes it more difficult to recognize (qtd. in Filipović
1986: 156). Furthermore, in contrast to Haugen (who stated that there was no satisfying
method for classifying semantic similarity), Hope (1966:133) adds that in the process of
semantic borrowings, all kinds of semantic changes can occur such as:
a) changes in semantic extension,
b) ellipsis,
c) appellatives (place and proper names),
d) pejoration and euphemisms,
e) metaphors (qtd. in Filipović 1986: 156-157).
Some of the main roles of semantics are to show causes of semantic changes, nature of
semantic changes and consequences of semantic change. The most famous classification of
causes of semantic change is given by Ullmann (1962), who states that these causes can be
linguistic, historical, social, psychological, foreign influences and the need for new names.
His theory is criticized by some linguists, including Blank who stated that his list“lacks both a
cognitive and empirical background and is merely an eclectic collection of motivations,
necessary conditions and accessory elements” (1999: 66). Among all types,Blank (1999:6667) acknowledges only social and psychological one. Social causesinclude words used by
speakers in a limited context which eventually become “semantically restricted to the actual
sense they have in this context”. However, the meaning of the word may be generalized if
used outside its context (such as eng.lure “decoy” – “anything that attracts”). As for
psychological ones, Blank (1999: 67) refers to Sperber (1965) who introduced “the theory of
psychological grounding of semantic change”. According to Sperber “emotionally marked
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concepts can serve as onomasiologicalcentre of attractionfor other words to verbalize the
attractive concepts and vice versa, serve as a cognitive basis, as a semasiological centre of
expansionfor verbalizing concepts” (Blank 1999:67). Regarding the last two causes, the
analysis of the vocabulary of many languages, including Croatian, shows that a) borrowing
foreign words and b) changing and/or adding the new meaning to an already existing word are
commonly used especially with new terms regarding science and technology. The need for
new words is fulfilled in many ways, the most interesting being the latter in which metaphor
and other types of semantic changes are used (Filipović 1986: 158- 159).
Regarding the nature of semantic change, there is always an interconnection between
new and old meanings. Sometimes,it can itself be so strong and change the meaning. In other
cases, the interconnection only transfers the change caused by different reasons. So, the
semantic change categories are:
a) those based on the interconnections between meanings
b) those based on the interconnection between forms
Therefore, 4 main types of semantic changes are: a) metaphor – similarity according to
the meaning, b) metonymy – interconnection according to the meaning, c) folk etymology –
similarity according to the form and d) ellipsis – interconnection according to the form
(Filipović 1986:159).
Metaphor is one of the most important elements of the language and literature. Ellipsis
is a common type of semantic change, “truncation of words and phrases” (Dabo – Denegri,
1998: 36). Ellipsis is common in languages which have a tendency towards shortening
phrases.(Filipović, 1986: 159). Two types of ellipsis are: a) ellipsis in model and b) ellipsis in
Anglicism. The first one occurs in the donor language and is adapted as Anglicism in the
recipient one. Another occurred during transfer; hence, it is the result of language borrowing
(Filipović 1990:69-70).Furthermore, other semantic changes that occur are pejoration and
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amelioration of meaning withthe first one extremely common. Pejoration happens during the
process of secondary adaptation. Thus, it is conditioned by “completely free usage of a
loanword in the recipient language and sociological factors” (Filipović, 1986: 178).
According to Filipović semantic adaptation is “independent of phonological and
morphological adaptation, but it logically follows after these two because after the integration
of a loanword into the borrowing language system has been carried out, we can certainly state
how and to what degree it has been adapted, i.e. changed” (1986: 166).To analyse semantic
changes, Filipović expanded Hope’s classification and modified it by adding the concepts of
primary and secondary adaptation.According to Filipović (1986:160) the differences between
semantic changes in one languageand those occurring during the transfer of a model into
replica and its further adaptation are thecore of innovations in the theory of languages in
contact.
To represent the semantic adaptation of loanwords, Filipović proposed the following
classification:
1) “Zero extension”
2) “Restriction of meaning:
a) in number of meanings
b) in semantic field”
3)“Expansion of meaning:
a) in number of meaning
b) in semantic field”
(Filipović, Menac 2005: 51).

5.2. Zero semantic extension
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According to Filipović (1968: 110) it occurs when loanwords integrate into the
Croatian language system without the change of meaning. Usually, these Anglicisms belong
tospecialized areas such as: a) food and drink, b) sport terms, c) dances, d) card games, e)
clothes, f) dog names etc. (Filipović, 1990: 37-38). Many English words which belong to this
type are derived from English neologisms - words which still do not have secondary or/and
additional meanings. From the 17th and 18th century, a great English influence potentiated
social factors for conditions to create new phrases consisting of foreign elements (Filipović,
1986:194). Due to an enormous impact of English language, many English words in Croatian
retain their original pronunciation, morphology, orthography and therefore act as foreign
words. Their translations are rare and not transparent. In addition, this impact leads to
creations of Pseudoanglicisms – words consisting of English elements or English words not
derived from English, abbreviated in a new form (Nikolić-Hoyt 2003: 175). As it already
mentioned, Pseudoanglicismsonly gothrough the process of secondary adaptation, in contrast
with Anglicisms. Thus, they are called secondary Anglicisms. As a result of “new, hybrid
forms of languages and cultures”, Pseudoanglicisms are “a result of global influences meeting
local traditions” (Sočanac and Nikolić-Hoyt 2006).

5.3. Restriction of meaning
As Filipović stated (1986:164), this is a general tendency of borrowings since they are
transferred to the recipient language in order to satisfy the need to name certain objects or
ideas from the culture or civilization of the donor language. The most common examples of
Anglicisms belong to this type.According to Filipović (1986: 110) “the restriction begins with
specialization from a general to a technical sense”. Mostly, English words have several
meanings, so the recipient language retains only one (in most cases) necessary to name ideas,
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things etc. Furthermore, Nikolić-Hoyt (2003:175) states that usually the retained meaning
diminishes the significance of other meanings of a word.
Restriction of meaning belongs to the primary adaptation, so it is noted by IS1. It can
be shown in number of meanings (symbol n) and within the area of meaning (symbol f)
(Filipović, 1990: 38-39). Restriction in the number of meanings (S1n) occurs only when one
(in some cases, more than one) specific meaning is transferred to the recipient language
(Filipović 1986:165). Restriction in the field (S1f) occurs rarely and it is difficult to determine
it (Filipović 1990: 59).

5.4. Expansion of meaning
Expansion of meaning shows the secondary adaptation and it is marked with S2.It can
be divided into: expansion in a number of meanings (S2n), and expansion in the field of
sense/-s (S2f).In order to occur, loanword needs to be completely integrated into the lexical
system of the recipient language and its usage needs to be as of any other native word –
common and free.Eventually, the intensity and the precision of its meaning reduce, while the
field of meaning becomes extended (Filipović 1986:

169-170).However, newer English

words used in Croatian have still not integrated into the lexical system or developed
additional meanings due to the limitations of Croatian language norm as well as the influx of
new words. Conversely, new English words are used by spreading their meaning both in the
field and number of meanings (Nikolić-Hoyt 2003:177).
Expansion in the number of meaningsis linked to the sociological and sociolinguistic
factors to the greater extent than the expansion in the field of senses. It is very difficult to
explain it precisely, because of utterly different reasons of expansion (Filipović, 1990: 40).
Likewise, these reasons are also typical of each language community in which they occur.
Since the sociological factors are more difficult to determine than the linguistic ones, the
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process of expansion usually remains inexplicable (Filipović, 1986:174). As a part of this
process, many Pseudoanglicisms are formed.Often, thanks to globalisation (mediated by
English), expansion of meaning crosses the borders of languages. These examples of
expansion are not noted in dictionaries, but in conversational language (young people in urban
settings), as well as newspaper articles (Nikolić-Hoyt 2003: 179-180).

5.6. Semantic analysis of the corpus of Anglicisms in Croatian
The following sections show the semantic analysis of Anglicisms on the semantic
level. Dictionaries used in the analysis are and Cambridge Online Dictionary
(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/)

along

with

The

Free

Dictionary(www.thefreedictionary.com). To provide meanings from Croatian Hrvatskijezični
portal along with Anić’s dictionary and Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika are used.
The following tables contain definitions for Anglicisms in the Croatian language according to
the degree of transsemantization. The analysis will be wrapped up with a short conclusion.

Table 4: Zero semantic extension of Anglicisms in Croatian (S0)
MODEL

REPLICA

Congresman
1. “a man who belongs to a
congress,
especially
a
member of the US House of
Representatives”(dictionary
.cambridge.org).
Compatible
1. “able to exist, live, or work
successfully
with
something or someone
else”
2. “able to be used with a
particular type of computer,
machine, device, etc.”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Conference

Kongresmen
1.„članpredstavničkogdomaameričkogKongresa;
kongresnik”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Kompatibilan
1.
“koji je u skladusačimekojifunkcionirasukladno
s drugima [kompatibilankompjuterski program];
primjeren, spojiv, uskladiv”
2.
“inform.
kojiposjedujekompatibilnost
(u
odnosunanekogdrugog)”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Konferencija
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1.
“a group of sports teams
that play each other in organized
competitions”
2.
“an
event,
sometimes
lasting a few days, at which there is
a group of talks on a particular
subject, or a meeting in which
especially business matters are
discussed
formally”(dictionary.cambridge.or
g).

1.
“vijećanje, razmjenamišljenjavećegbrojaljudi s
predviđenimdnevnimredom”
2.
“sastanakpredstavnikarazličitihdržavanakojem
se rješavajumeđunarodniproblemi [konferencija o hrani;
mirovnakonferencija]”
3.
“sport
udruženjeinatjecanjesportskihmomčadi
(ob. u SAD-u)”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Desk
1.
“a type of table that you can
work at, often one with drawers”
2.
“a place, often with a
counter (= a long flat narrow
surface) especially in a hotel or
airport, where you can get
information or service”
3.
an office that deals with a
particular type of news for a
newspaper
or
broadcasting
company(dictionary.cambridge.org
).
Express
1.
“using a service that does
something faster than usual”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).

Desk
1.
“publ. prostor u uredništvuilidiouredništva
kojem
se
pregledajuiobrađuju
objavljivanjeprispjelevijestiidrugitekstovi
[radi
desku]”
2.
“posebniured,
ob.
privladizadužen
komunikaciju s određenomdržavom [desk
Hrvatskuprivladi SAD]”
3.
“stol, ob. u knjižniciiliureduuzkoji
obavljajuspecifičniposlovi”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Leader

Lider
1.
“pol.
prvakpolitičkestranke,
ideološkeilikakvedrugeskupine; vođa”
2.
“sport
onajkojivodi
[lidernogometnelige];
vodeći”
3.
“glazb.
vođaorkestra,
glazbenikkojiimaključnuulogu;
u
jazzu,
najčešćepredvodnikkolektivnihimprovizacijailivodećiso
list“(hjp.znanje.hr).

u
za
u
za
za
se

Ekspresno
1.
“vrlobrzo, što je bržemoguće, bez odgađanja
[poslati
pismo
ekspres];
ekspresno,
hitno,
žurno“(hjp.znanje.hr).

1. “someone or something
that is winning during a
race or other situation
where
people
are
competing”
2. “a person in control of a
group,
country,
or
situation”
3. “the most important
violin player in an
orchestra”(dictionary.ca
mbridge.org).
Lobbyist
Lobist
1. “someone who tries to
1. “onajkojinastojipridobitizastupnike u
persuade a politician or
parlamentuidrugimtijelima za
official group to do
nekupolitikuiliograničen program”
something”(dictionary.cam
(hjp.znanje.hr).
bridge.org).
Slogan
Slogan
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1. “a short easily remembered
1. “frazakojaizražavanaraviliciljevenekogpoduzeća
phrase, especially one used
, idejeiligrupe (političkestrankei sl.); moto,
to advertise an idea or a
parola”
product”
(hjp.znanje.hr).
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Spin doctor
Spin doctor
1. “someone whose job is to
1. “stručnjacipolitičkogmarketinga (tzv. spin
make ideas, events, etc.
doktori) najčešće u
seem better than they really
političkimstrankamaiizvršnojvlastikako bi
are, especially in politics”
premajavnostiprilagodili (čestoiskrivili)
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
informaciju u svojukorist” (https://www.lzmk.hr/
).
Trend
Trend
1. “a general development or 1. “općasklonost, tendencijapremačemu [trend je
change in a situation or in the way mnogih da živeizvanužeggradskogsredišta]”
that people are behaving”
2. “smjerrazvoja [trend rastacijena]” (hjp.znanje.hr).
2. “a new development in clothing,
make-up,
etc.”(dictionary.cambridge.org).

Table 5. Anglicisms in Croatian with restriction in the number of meanings (S1n)
MODEL
REPLICA
Bluff
Blef
1. “an attempt to bluff”
1. “razg.
obmanakojuobmanjivačprovoditako
da
2. “a cliff or very steep
sebeilištodrugoprikazujeboljim, vrednijimitd. negošto
bank”
jest [uhvatiti (dobiti, pridobiti) koganablef, žarg.
(dictionary.cambridg
pridobitikoga (za nekiprojekt, idejui sl.) nabrzinu, dok
e.org).
se nijesnašao]; obmana, prijevara”
(hjp.znanje.hr).
Establishment
1. “a business or other
organization, or the place
where
an
organization
operates “
2. “the important and
powerful people who control
a country or an organization,
especially those who support
the existing situation”
3. “the process of starting or
creating something,
for
example, an organization”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Fair
1. “treating someone in
a way that is right or

Establišment
“sociol.
društveni,
stručniilipolitičkislojkojivladaodređenimdijelomdruštvenogživ
otaiodređujenačinponašanja, djelovanjaipravila po kojima se
prihvaćajuvrijednosti
[političkiestablišment;
umjetničkiestablišment]”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Fer
1.
“koji je častan u postupcimaiposlovima [ferčovjek];
pošten”
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reasonable,
or
treating a group of
people equally and
not allowing personal
opinions to influence
your judgment”
2. “if something is fair,
it is reasonable and is
what you expect or
deserve”
3. “(of skin) pale, or (of
hair) pale yellow or
gold”
4. “quite large”
5. “(of an idea, guess, or
chance) good, but not
excellent”
6. “(of
weather)
pleasant and dry”
7. “(of
a
woman)
beautiful”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Image
1. “a picture in your
mind or an idea of
how someone or
something is”
2. “the
way
that
something
or
someone is thought
of by other people”
3. “a mental picture or
idea that forms in a
reader's or listener's
mind from the words
that they read or
hear”
4. “any
picture,
especially
one
formed by a mirror or
a
lens”(dictionary.cam
bridge.org).
Interview
1. “a meeting in which
someone asks you questions
to see if you are suitable for
a job or course”
2. “a meeting in which
someone answers questions

2.
“koji je ispravan [ferodluka]; pravedan”
3.
“koji je umjerenopovoljan; nidobarniloš [ferugovor]”
(hjp.znanje.hr).

Imidž
“term. izglediponašanjepremapublici, javnostiilidruštvu u
cjelini, slikailidojamkaopredodžba o kome [imidžzavodnika;
imatidobarimidž]”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Intervju
1.
“razgovornamijenjensredstvimajavnoginformiranja
[datiintervju; (za)tražitiintervju]”
2.
“a.
razgovor
u
okviruankete,
istraživanjajavnogmišljenjailiznanstvenogistraživanja
b.
razgovorsasvrhomupoznavanjanekeosobe
(zbogdobivanjaposla, stipendijei sl.)”(hjp.znanje.hr).
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about himself or herself for a
newspaper article, television
show, etc.”
3. “a meeting in which the
police
ask
someone
questions to see if they have
committed
a
crime”(dictionary.cambridge
.org).
Lobby
1. “a group of people
who try to persuade
the government or an
official group to do
something”
2. “the (large) room into
which
the
main
entrance door opens
in a hotel or other
large building”
3. “in
the
UK
parliament, a room
where
someone
meets a member of
parliament who they
have arranged to talk
to, or one of the two
passages
that
members
of
parliament
walk
through as a way of
voting”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Round
1. “a number of things
or group of events”
2. “drinks that you buy
for a group of
people”
3. “a single slice of
toast, or a sandwich”
4. “a set of regular visits
that you make to a
number of places or
people, especially in
order to take products
as part of your job”
5. “a song for several
singers, who begin

Lobi
1.
“utjecajnaskupinaljudikojazastupaodređeneinterese,
skupina za pritisak [antinuklearnilobi]”
2.
“predvorjehotelailidrugevećezgrade”
(hjp.znanje.hr).

Runda
1.
“sport a. dionicaboksačkogmeča (u trajanjuoddvije do
tri minute) nakonkojeslijedijednominutniodmor b. u atletici,
motociklizmui sl. jedanobilazakkružnestaze (u atletici 400 m);
krug”
2.
“žarg. krug (u izbornojaktivnosti, šetnji, narudžbipićai
sl.) [platitirunduplatitipićedruštvu]”(hjp.znanje.hr).
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singing one after the
other
at
various
points in the song”
6. “a
part
of
a
competition”
7. “a bullet or other
single
piece
of
ammunition”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Spin
1.“a way of describing an
idea or situation that makes
it seem better than it really
is, especially in politics”
2.“the
movement
of
something turning round
very quickly”
3.“a short journey in a car
for pleasure”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Start
1. “the beginning of
something”
2. “the act of beginning
to do something”
3. “an advantage that
you
have
over
someone else when
you
begin
something”
4. “a sudden movement
of the body that you
make
when
something
has
surprised
or
frightened you”
5. “including all of
something, from the
beginning to the end”
6. “first, or as the first
in a set of things
7. “used when giving a
first example of
something”(dictionar
y.cambridge.org).
Summit
1. “an important formal
meeting
between
leaders
of
governments
from

Spin
1.“fiz.
unutrašnjakutnakoličinagibanjaelementarnečesticeilisustavače
stica; česticeimajuilicijeliilipolovičnikvantnibroj spina, usp.
bozon, fermion”
2. “sport a. u tenisuistolnomtenisuudarackojim se loptazarotira
ob. ofenzivnarotacijausmjerenanaprijed [forhend spin] b.
rotacijalopticeokovlastiteosi” (hjp.znanje.hr).

Start
1.
“a. polazaknatjecatelja u utrcinaodređeniznakstartera;
trenutakpolaska b. mjesto s kojeganatjecateljikreću u utrku”
2.
“u
momčadskimsportskimigrama
a.
naglokretanjeigrača s mjesta u borbi za loptu b.
beskompromisnidvoboj s protivničkimigračem s ciljem da mu
se oduzmeloptaili da se onesposobi”
3.
“pren. prvafaza u nekomposlu; početak [nije dobro,
već u startukasnimo]”
(hjp.znanje.hr).

Samit
1. “pol.
konferencijanajvišihpredstavnikadvijuilivišedržava;
sastanaknavrhu” (hjp.znanje.hr).
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two
or
more
countries”
2. “the highest, most
successful, or most
important point in
something”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Team
1. “a number of people
or animals who do
something together as
a group”
2. “used in a number of
phrases that refer to
people
working
together as a group in
order to achieve
something”
3. “used to refer to a
group of people who
support a particular
person or a particular
point
of
view”(dictionary.cam
bridge.org).
Trigger

Tim
1.
“term.
skupinastručnjakaispecijalistaokupljenanakakvuprojektuilizad
atku; radnagrupa [radnitim; udarnitim]”
2.
“sport
dvailivišesportaša/sportašicakojiigrajuzajednonaistojstrani;
momčad, ekipa [muškitim; ženskitim]”
(hjp.znanje.hr).

Triger
1. “ono štopokrećekakavdogađajilireakciju”
1. “a part of a gun that
(http://jezicni-savjetnik.hr/ ).
causes the gun to fire
when pressed”
2. “an
event
or
situation, etc. that
causes something to
start”
3. “something
that
causes someone to
feel
upset
and
frightened
because
they are made to
remember something
bad
that
has
happened in the past”
(dictionary.cambridg
e.org).

Table 6. Anglicisms in Croatian with restriction in the field of meaning (S1f)
MODEL
/

REPLICA
/
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Table 7. Anglicisms in Croatian with expansion in the number of meanings (S2n)
MODEL
Briefing
1. “information that is
given to someone
just before they do
something,
or
a
meeting where this
happens”(dictionary.
cambridge.org).
Bypass
1.
“a medical operation
in which the flow of a
person's blood is changed to
avoid a diseased part of their
heart”
2.
“(ROAD) a road built
around a town or village so
that traffic does not need to
travel through it”

REPLICA
Brifing
1. “a) krataksastanaknakojemunadređenidajeupute o
daljnjemdjelovanju; b) kratakizvještaj, informacija o
nekojtemiiliposlu”
2. “konferencija za novinstvo s uputama za pisanje”
(Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika).

Bypass
1.
“med.
a.
kirurškizahvatkojim
se
premošćujebolesniilioštećenidio
organa,
omogućujeprotokkrvi,
likvorailigastrointestinalnogsadržaja
[izvesti bypass; napraviti bypass]; premosnica, premošćenje”
b. “tkivotakoobrađenoilistavljeno u takvufunkciju [napravilisu
mu dvabypassa; dvostruki bypass; trostruki bypass];
mimovod, premosnica, zaobilaznik”
2.
“a.
građ.
cijevilikanalkojim
se
osiguravapomoćniprolazplinuilitekućini
b.
tehn.
stazaniskeimpedancijekojom
se
električnastrujaprovodiokokomponente,
a
nekroznjega;
zaobilaznica”
3.
“sprečavanjeprijenosaodređenihfrekvencija
bez
ometanjaželjenogsignala”
4.
“žarg.
sredstvokojim
se
nastojiprevladatinekateškasituacija [kredit je jedini bypass u
današnjojsituaciji]”

(hjp.znanje.hr).
Engineering
Inženjering
1. ”the work of an 1.
“skupdjelatnostikojeimaju
za
engineer, or the study ciljracionalnoifunkcionalnoprojektiranjegrađevinailitehničkihi
of
this
work” industrijskihpostrojenja”
(dictionary.cambridg 2.
“ured, poduzećei sl. za tehničko-organizacijske,
e.org).
inovatorskeisl.usluge”
3.
“svakadjelatnostkoja
se
temeljinaznanjuivještiniinženjera (biološkiinženjering)
–
skupznanjaiposlovameđusobnopovezanihradidobivanjaodređe
nihrezultata); financijskiinženjering – financijskeoperacije,
čestonarubuzakonitosti; genetičkiinženjering”
(Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika).
Meeting
Miting
1.
“a planned occasion
1.
“okupljanjevećegbrojapojedinacanakojemu
se
when people come together
govoriiliraspravlja
o
javnimpitanjima
to discuss something”
(javni/politički/protestnimiting)”
2.
“an occasion when
2.
“natjecanje (sport)”
people meet each other,
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especially when this was not (Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika).
planned”
3.
“a group of people
who have met for a
particular purpose”
4.
“a
sports
competition”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).

Rating
1. “a measurement of
how good or popular
someone
or
something
is”(dictionary.cambri
dge.org).

Rejting
1. “term. ugled, vjerodostojnostfizičkeilipravneosobe,
ocjenakojuuživaju u javnosti, ocjenakojomihljudiprocjenjuju
[imatidobarrejting; uništitirejtingglupošću]”
2. “kaoprvidiopolusloženice, koji
se vrednuje u
bodovimaidrugimsličnimjedinicamanatemeljupostignutihuspje
ha, glasovanjapublikei sl. [rejting-bodovi; rejting-lista; rejtingpozicija]”(hjp.znanje.hr).

Speaker
1. a person who gives a
speech at a public event
2. someone who speaks a
particular language
3. the part of a radio,
television, or computer, or of
a
piece
of
electrical
equipment
for
playing
recorded sound, through
which the sound is played. A
speaker can be part of the
radio, etc. or be separate
from it
4. the person who controls
the way in which business is
done in an organization
(dictionary.cambridge.org).

Spiker
1. čitačtekstova, programanaradijuilinateleviziji
2. (speaker) pol. predsjednikparlamenta (Donjegdoma u
EngleskojiKongresa u SAD-u) (hjp.znanje.hr).

Table 8. Anglicisms in Croatian with expansion in the field of meaning (S2f)
MODEL
Boycott
commerce, politics:
1. “the action of refusing to buy a
product, do business with a
company, or take part in an
activity as a way of expressing

REPLICA
Bojkot
1.
“činmoralneosudekojim se odbijasuradnja s
pojedincem,
organizacijom,
poduzećemilidržavom,
organiziranoodbijanjesuradnje
u
čemu,
odbijanjesudjelovanja
[organiziratibojkot;
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strong
disapproval”(dictionary.cambrid
ge.org).

Clinch
1. “the position two people are in
when they are holding each other
tightly in their arms, when
fighting
or
showing”
love(dictionary.cambridge.org).

Partner
1.
“a person or organization you are
closely involved with in some way”
2.
“one of the owners of a
company”
3.
“the person you are married to or
living with as if married to them, or the
person you are having a sexual
relationship with”
4. “one of a pair of dancers or one of a
pair who are playing a sport or a game
together, especially when the pair are
playing as a team”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).
Timing
1.
“the time when something
happens”
2.
“the ability to do something at
exactly the right time”
3.
“the ability to play or sing all the
notes in a piece of music at the correct
speed
and
rhythm”
(dictionary.cambridge.org).

provestibojkot; vršiti/izvršitibojkot]; opstrukcija”
2.
“ekon. prekidodnosa s određenomosobom,
organizacijom,
zemljomradipritiskaiiznuđivanjazahtijevanihustup
aka”
(hjp.znanje.hr).
Klinč
1.
“sport
zahvatkojimboksačhvataprotivnikaivješanjem
o
njegaonemogućavaborbu”
2.
“pren. stanjenedogađanja, spletenostikoja
ne dopuštainicijativu [držatikoga u klinču, razg.
držatikoga u položaju da ne moženištaučiniti,
držatikoga u šahu]; zauzlanost”(hjp.znanje.hr).
Partner
1.
“a. onajkojizajedno s kimsudjeluje u
izvedbičega u paru [plesni partner] b. protivnik u
sportu, kartanjui sl. [šahovski partner; kartaški
partner]; suigrač”
2.
“bračnisuputnikilionajkojidijeliintimnosti s
drugim [bračni partner; ljubavni partner]”
3.
“suradnik u zajedničkomposlu, ulaganjui
sl.; kompanjon, ortak”
(hjp.znanje.hr).

Tajming
1.
”usklađivanjevremena
za
kakavdogađajilipriliku”
2. “a) prilagođavanjeilinadzortako da se
pokretiilidogađajidogode
u
pravilnom,
očekivanomiliželjenomslijedu
b)
osjećaj
za
ritamivrijemeštogaimaglazbenikirežiser”
3. “šp. a) vremenskakoordinacijapokretailiudaraca;
b) vremenskousklađivanjemeđusobneigreigrača u
momčadskimšportskimigrama”
(Velikirječnikhrvatskogstandardnogjezika).

5.7. Discussion about the adaptation on the semantic level
As it can be seen from the tables above, 11 Anglicisms are formed by the zero
semantic extension, more precisely, words konferencija, kongresmen, kompatibilan, desk,
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ekspresno, lider, lobbist, partner, slogan, spin doktor and trend.This type of extension is quite
common and words which retain their original meanings from donor language usually belong
to a specialised area such as professions (e.g. lobbyist, congressman), dances, food and drink
etc. Usually, Anglicisms which undergo this type of extension are the words with one or two
meanings, but this table shows three examples of Anglicisms with three meanings (desk,
leader,partner).
Furthermore, 16 Anglicisms are formed by the restriction in the number of meanings.
According to Filipović (1968:112) this is a general tendency of borrowings. It occurs more
frequent than the zero extension, since the recipient language borrows only one (or more than
one) relevant meaning. So, for example, due to the irrelevance of other meanings to be
transferred, the word samit, out of two meanings in English, retained only one in Croatian
signifying a political conference, while the word trigerout of three meanings retained only one
in Croatian, that of an activator,e.i. something which starts a reaction. However, it should be
noted that, according to the website Hrvatskijezični portal, the word spinalso shows restriction
in the number of meanings lacking the first meaning from English.Nevertheless, further
research shows that the word spin is indeed used correspondingly in a political discourse.
Therefore, the same as in English, this word represents a technique used by the experts spin
doctors in order to adjust or distort information for their benefit. Thus, the word is used in
pejorative sense and it denotes fake, ambiguous information. Other Anglicisms found are blef,
used in the sense of deception,establišment(political, social etc.)denoting people who have
power and control over an organization, country etc.,feras something reasonable and
honourable,imidžas an impression about someone or something (e.g. a good or bad political
image), intervjuas “a meeting in which someone answers questions about himself/herself”,
lobias an influential group of people which represents particular interests,rundaused in the
meaning of sequence, when talking about political elections, start, among other meanings
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retained, used in a pejorative sense denoting a beginning , samitin the meaning of a political
conferenceandtim(such as a team of a particular politician) as “a group of people supporting a
particular person or a point of view”.
On the other hand, restriction in the field of meaning is less common andnone
examples of Anglicisms can be offered.
Moreover, expansion of meaning also occurs rarely. AsDaboDenegri states that the
loanword firstly extends its meaning in the field and later in number. As a result, it acquires
new meanings, unfamiliar in the donor language (1998:32).Expansion of meaning is very
difficult to determine and it is often ambiguous. Regarding this phenomenon, a foreign word,
as Filipović stated, (1968: 114) can have a specialised meaning, but when borrowed into
“another linguistic milieu loosens the fixed frame of its sense and consequently expands its
meaning”. Such is the wordbrifingwhich retained the original meaning from English, but later
it acquired a new meaning, that of a conference. The same happened with the word bypass
which today denotes also “a means to overcome a difficult situation” and “the prevention of
the transmission of certain frequencies” .Furthermore, the Anglicism inženjeringalso retained
the original meaning from English, but later it acquirednew meanings. Nowadays, it is used in
many discourses (politics, finances, biology etc.)and it denotes a kind of fraud. Expansion in
the number of meanings can also be explained through the Anglicism miting, which meaning
became specialised because of secondary adaptation signifying a “political assembly of
people”. Firstly, the word showed the restriction of meaning retaining the 4th one from
English (a sports competition).Furthermore, the word rejting retained the original meaning
from English, but inCroatian is also used as a compound noun which refers to scoring. The
same goes for the Anglicismspiker which restricted the number of meanings and later
acquired a new meaning of a “person reading the text on the radio/TV”.
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Regarding the expansion in the field of meaning, the word the Anglicism partner can
serve as an example. In the primary adaptation, the word showed the restriction in the number
of meanings and later it expanded its field of meaning from “one of the owners of the
company” to “an associate”. Furthermore, the word tajmingretained the original meaning
of“the ability to do something at exactly the right time”. Apart from being used in music
terminology, in the secondary adaptation, the word extended its field of meaning, now being
also used in sports terminology denoting a coordination of moves and game among players.
As it can be seen from the table, the wordsbojkot and klinčretained their original meanings
from English, but both expanded their fields of meanings, so the Anglicismbojkotapart from
denoting a refusal of cooperation (as seen in the article - a political party boycotting a
government), is also used in the economics discourse to denote the end of a cooperation due
to pressure and extortion. Furthermore, the Anglicism klinčapart from retaining the original
meaning from English, denoting a position in boxing, itis also used figuratively denoting a
state without initiative, entanglement.
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6.CONCLUSION
The primary goal of this paper was to present and analyse the orthographic and
semantic adaptation of Anglicisms in the Croatian language. In conclusion,this work has
represented a contact between English and Croatian in a political discourse as well as
immense influence of the English languagein the modern world. In addition,this paper has
provided a basis and insights for future studies and research in the field of “Contact
Linguistics”. As Nikolić-Hoyt and Sočanac stated, “the position of English in Croatia
nowadays isnot the result of the historical or political circumstances but a result of the current
sociolinguistic situation due to the global character and prestigious position of theEnglish
language and its culture”. Due to this prestigious position, many English words retain their
original

orthography

and

pronunciation.

Moreover,

a

great

production

of

Pseudoanglicismsoccurrs.
Regarding the orthographic analysis, it was showed that the greatest number of
Anglicisms were adapted according to the combination of orthography and pronunciation. In
general, the adaptation according to the orthography is also common since, as it is already
specified, many Anglicisms from the older period were transmitted in written. On the one
hand, regarding the standard Croatian language norm, a basic form of an Anglicisms is the
one adapted most into the system of the recipient language. On the other hand, due to the
prestigious influence of English language and culture, many of them keep their original
orthography and pronunciation.
With regard to the semantic analysis, the greatest number of Anglicisms restricted
their number of meanings, which according to Filipović, is the general tendency of
borrowings. Usually, only one specific meaning is transferred to the recipient language. Also,
zero semantic extension is quite frequent and those Anglicisms are usually connected with
specified semantic fields such as food and drink, professions etc. Expansion of meaning,
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conversely, is not so common and it is difficult to determine. As it is already stated, to occur,
loanword needs to be completely assimilated into the lexical system of the recipient language
and be used freely as any other native word. Examples of expansion of meaning are usually
not found in dictionaries, but in newspaper articles orparticularly, in conversational language
of young people, since they, according to Nikolić-Hoyt, are “the most active starters of
language changes and consumers of English language and culture” (2003: 180).
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7.Anglicisms in Croatian political discourse: Summary and key words
This work aims to show the orthographic and semantic level of adaptation of
Anglicisms in Croatian political discourse. The work is based on the theory of Rudolf
Filipović, the founder of Contact Linguistics in Croatia, whose methodology is elaborated
thoroughly. The corpus (32 words) is found in the following newspapers: Index, Nacional,
Večernji list and Jutarnji list with its political portal Globus, throughout 2016, 2017 and 2018.
The orthography of an Anglicism is formed according to: (a) the orthography of the model,
(b) the pronunciation of the model, (c) the combination of model’s orthography and
pronunciation and (d) the influence of an intermediary language. On the semantic level, there
are three degrees of adaptation: 1st degree - zero extension, 2nd degree - restriction of
meaning: (a) in number of meanings, (b) in semantic field and 3rd degree – expansion of
meaning: (a) in number of meanings, (b) in semantic field.

Key words: contact linguistics, Anglicisms, orthographic analysis, semantic analysis, Rudolf
Filipović, political discourse, linguistic borrowing
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8.Anglicizmi u hrvatskom političkom diskursu: Sažetak i ključne riječi
Cilj istraživanja ovog rada je pokazati stupanj adaptacije anglicizama na ortografskoj i
semantičkoj razini u hrvatskom političkom diskursu. Rad se zasniva na teoriji utemeljitelja
kontaktne lingvistike u Hrvatskoj, Rudolfa Filipovića, čija je metodologija podrobnije
objašnjena kroz rad. Istraživački korpus (32 riječi) obuhvaća sljedeće časopise: Index,
Nacional, Večernji list te Jutarnji list s političkim portalom Globus, kroz 2016, 2017. i 2018.
godinu.
Ortografija anglicizma se formira prema: (a) ortografiji modela, (b) izgovoru modela, (c)
kombinaciji ortografije i izgovora modela i (d) utjecaju jezika posrednika. Na semantičkoj
razini, postoje tri razine adaptacije: nulta ekstenzija, suženje značenja - u broju značenja i
značenjskom polju te i proširenje značenja - u broju značenja i značenjskom polju.

Ključne riječi: kontaktna lingvistika, anglicizmi, ortografska analiza, semantička analiza,
Rudolf Filipović, politički diskurs, jezično posuđivanje
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